CARE COLLECTION

The Swedese Care Collection has its own unique identity,
endowed with our tradition of well-crafted, beautiful,
comfortable and functional furniture. The qualities which
make us renowned around the world. But this collection is
also blessed with extra large portions of love and care. Care
for people, who don’t want to feel unduly restricted despite

their aching knees and fragile backs. People who want to sit
nice and comfortably.
Personal, comfortable furniture conveying the familiar
feeling of the reading corner back home. Furniture creating
a calm harmony for the senses that makes life a little easier
and more pleasurable, that encourages rest and relaxation,

a private conversation with a close friend or even an hour in
front of the TV.
Our solid, durable Care Collection incorporates a
range of popular qualities. For example, it’s both easy to clean
and move around. In addition, the furniture single-handedly
helps to create a positive, warm atmosphere, keeping the

sterile feel of the institution at bay. The sitting height and depth,
armrests, materials and other clever details are carefully
conceived, interacting to create a harmonised collection.
And they make room for life, when it is needed most.
With an identify all of its own, Swedese Care Collection
is our most caring furniture.

REALITY IS OUR WORKSHOP
Genuine care is about flexibility and
adapting to a reality which cannot be
standardized. Much of the furniture in
the Care Collection can be adapted
to individual specifications in terms
of height, depth and other details,
without compromising on our short
delivery times.

EASY LIVING BY SWEDESE
Comfortable, sustainable furniture can’t be made in an instant. You can’t trick
the body or the eye, and you can’t cheat time. It has to look great, and requires a
meticulous approach to materials and small details as well as an eye for aesthetics
and an awareness of sustainability and the environment. The Ekström brothers and
their associate Bertil Sjöqvist had all this worked out when they founded ESE-möbler in
Vaggeryd, Småland, back in 1945. And they got it right, right from the start.
We’re still based in Småland, and we’re still committed to innovation, sustainability and new
ways of thinking. And we continue to strive for exceptional design and genuine craftsmanship
while building long term relationships with our friends through flexible business solutions.
The pledges made in the past inspire us today and form the vision of the future
– Easy Living by Swedese.

RONDINO. Timeless but always in style. Swivel easy chair renowned
for its form and function. Upholstery in fabric or leather, swivel foot in
polished aluminium or black or white lacquer.

SOLINO. Soft and snug on the inside, like an all-embracing hug. Moulded,
springs in the seat and base in solid beech or birch. Legs in solid oak or ash
or metal legs.

HAPPY. With a welcoming smile, happy blends in with all types of
surroundings. With or without neck support. The serie includes easy
chair, sofa, barstool and stackable chair.

PRIMO. A classic design courtesy of Yngve Ekström, related to Lamino.
Featuring the highest quality, sustainable for generations. Laminated
beech- or oak veneer. Webbing or braided leather in natural or black.

STEPP. Comfortable, generous easy chair with recliner mechanism
for extra comfort. Frame in wood and steel tubing. Legs in oak, ash or
brushed aluminium.

SELECT/SELECT WOOD. Loved by many for its comfort and function.
Durable easy chair featuring clean lines and soft shapes with an adjustable
backrest and relaxation function. Upholstery in fabric or leather, legs in
oak, ash or steel sled base. Neck cushion available.

LAZY. Designer Bror Boije’s minimalist, elegant sofa and easy chair are
highly durable and robust as well as functional and elegant. Includes springs
in seat and option of fully removable upholstery.

RONDO. Clean and stylish with no superfluous details, features star base
designed by Yngve Ekström. Available in different heights with a round or
square top in oak or white laminate. The top also comes in marble.

LAMINO. Swedese’s crown jewel, conceived by Yngve Ekström.
Timeless, elegant and as stylish as it was 50 years ago. Laminated beech,
oak, ash or walnut veneer. Upholstered in sheepskin, fabric or leather.

LAMINETT. Lamino’s little brother. The same shape, with a somewhat
lower back. Just as timeless and comfortable. Laminated beech, oak or
walnut veneer. Sheepskin upholstery in fabric or leather.

LAMINO. Table in laminated veneer. Right at home with its relative of
the same name. Available in beech, oak, ash and walnut.

SHIFT. Not your usual table. Tabletop in oak, ash or laminate. Observe
the wooden socket that encases the lacquered steel leg. Comes in a
range of heights and sizes.

DIVIDO. Simultaneously modern and classic table in three different sizes.
Tabletop in natural ash, black stained ash or white laminate.

NOVELL. Easy chair, 2-seater or 3-seater sofa. As suitable as part of a cosy
lounge configuration as it is. Wooden legs in oak or ash.

GAP LOUNGE. A little softer than Gap Café, with a lower sitting height.
The gap between the seat and backrest creates a spacious feel and makes
it easy to keep clean. Connectible modules enable a range of combinations,
customized measurements can be offered upon request.

GRACE. A simple, smart and comfortable chair with a clear identity.
Accessories include upholstered seat and/or back, acoustic absorption,
linking device and trolley. Comes in a range of designs, armchair included.
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NOVA. Its simple shape and comfort make it a popular choice. Classic
furniture design in the form of an elegant easy chair and sofa. Option of
removable upholstery, ferrule on the armrest and higher legs.

BUTTON. Playful, functional, comfortable and personal. Frame in
moulded wood, oak or ash. Includes leather details, wooden buttons
and other optional extras. Removable seat.

MINO. A series based on the contours of the human body. A functional,
and comfortable chair with thoughtful details. Chair or armchair with stool.
Available in oak, ash or beech, with or without wheels.

JUST. Handy, practical sofa bed with an adjustable back in four settings.
Bed dimension of 200 x 108 cm. Just add cushions and your rest area is
complete.

LAZY. Designer Bror Boije’s minimalist, elegant sofa and easy chair are
highly durable and robust as well as functional and elegant. Includes spring
pocket in seat and option of fully removable upholstery available for the seat.

LIBRI. Practical, buildable bookshelf, combining function with artistic
flair. Combine multiple shelves to create a complete storage wall or room
divider. Four different heights, all with the same strong design.

TREE. It’s not difficult to figure out what
inspired this iconic coat hanger. Magical and
sublime. Wall mounted or free standing on floor,
two different sizes and a range of colours.
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